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Abstract

Key among the Grand Challenges in Traceability are those that lead to achieving traceability as a by-product of the natural software development life cycle. This position paper profiles test-driven development (TDD), an emerging software development practice, in which automated tests and code satisfying them are developed in rapid succession over multiple iterations. Our position is that the nature of TDD offers unique opportunities for collecting traceability information throughout the TDD life cycle and that the provision of traceability information to the software developers during TDD will improve the process and the resulting software. We discuss the opportunities, challenges, and plans for the synthesis of TDD and traceability.

1. Introduction

Despite the many benefits realized when traceability information is generated and maintained\(^1\), and despite the fact that traceability is mandated for many fields\(^2\), traceability information is still not commonplace in software projects. A long term vision for the traceability research community is that of “one click tracing.” This goal envisions a future where software engineers are developing and maintaining traceability information as they perform their normal duties, with traceability being captured and updated as a by-product of their work and completely unknown to them (or perhaps as a result of “one click” of the mouse). At least two challenges must be overcome before this can be a reality, as documented in the traceability research community’s Grand Challenges of Traceability [1]: “(1) C-GC2 Develop incremental, almost real-time, traceability recovery approaches to be integrated into Integrated Development Environments;” and “(2) C-GC3 Develop change management systems that effectively support the evolution of traceability links across multiple artifact types [1].”

To date, a number of advances have been made toward one click tracing. For example, automated tracing using information retrieval (IR) methods has been shown to be capable of recovering traceability information for structured (such as source code) and unstructured (such as natural language requirements) artifacts [2,3,4,5]. Event-based tracing has been introduced to assist with the maintenance of traceability information (to capture changes to the traceability information when the underlying artifacts change) [6]. A tool called TraceAnalyzer acknowledges the importance of models and recovers traceability between software systems and models using scenarios (test cases) during program execution [19]. Frameworks have emerged that attempt to capture traceability information as an integral part of a detailed development process, such as Jazz [7]. However, there is still no general purpose mechanism for achieving this long term goal for any and all software projects and artifacts.

Yet another step toward one-click traceability is seamless integration of tracing within traditional and emerging software development paradigms. In this paper, we discuss the need, the potential, and the challenges of such integration of tracing into the test-driven development (TDD) [8] framework.

We posit that the TDD process is well-suited for achieving traceability as a by-product of development, and that availability of timely traceability information has the potential to improve TDD itself. Indeed, the key aspect of TDD (correlated (i.e., connected) co-
changes in tests and code/design throughout the development cycle) can be viewed as the source of (almost) free traceability information. In turn, if such information is available to the developer, it may improve the efficiency with which tests are produced and code is written for each iteration of the process. Of course, issues do exist with this approach. But, in our view, the approach is worthy of examination to see what might be learned toward the broader, longer term goal of one click (or by-product) tracing.

As such, we examine this long-term goal in the context of TDD and traceability. This paper addresses: (a) our position on the issue; (b) analysis supporting our position; and (c) suggestions for future research in the area.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we express our position concerning by-product tracing and how TDD might assist. In Section 3, we discuss the emerging relationship between traceability and TDD as well as obvious challenges. In Section 4, we discuss the challenges and questions that the proposed research will address in the future.

2. Position

Test-driven development is an emerging software development practice that has been shown to improve software quality in terms of lower defect density [16,11], higher test coverage, and smaller, simpler code [Janzen]. We believe that:

1. The nature of TDD should provide for seamless integration of collection of traceability information, and
2. There are significant benefits for the TDD process when augmented with traceability information.

In other words, traceability researchers should welcome test-driven development as one of the software development paradigms in which the goal of one-click traceability, set forth by the C-GC2 and C-GC3 Grand Challenges in Traceability [1], is imminently achievable. At the same time, incorporation of traceability information will be a bona fide improvement of TDD.

3. Test-Driven Development

Test-driven development (TDD) is a disciplined development practice that involves writing automated unit tests prior to writing the unit under test. By writing a test first, the software developer must make detailed design decisions such as determining the interface and expected behavior of a unit before actually implementing the unit. A common misconception is that ALL of the tests are written prior to implementing the code [11]. Rather, TDD involves short, rapid iterations of “write a test, write the code to make the test pass, and refactor.” These short iterations provide rapid feedback. Refactoring of both the test and code ensures that everything is performed to ensure simplicity and readability of emerging code.

Traditional TDD focuses on unit tests (methods and classes) and occurs primarily in the software construction phase, often following some level of requirements engineering and software architecture definition. Variations on TDD have emerged, such as storytest-driven development (STDD) [9] and acceptance test-driven development (ATDD) [10], which focus on requirements acceptance tests. STDD and ATDD rely on automated testing frameworks such as Fit (http://fit.c2.com), FitNesse (http://www.fitnesse.org/), and FitLibrary (http://sourceforge.net/projects/fitlibrary) to specify executable acceptance tests. ATDD encourages the software professional to design in APIs behind very thin user interfaces [12].

Next, we examine how TDD might assist traceability and vice versa.

3.1. TDD and Traceability

In TDD and its variants, code, test cases and design evolve simultaneously. The automated tests should be easily traced to code as depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Tracing automated tests to code.](image-url)
artifacts correctly. Both are achievable within the TDD process by using version control systems and committing all the artifacts after every successful run of the program (i.e., a run which succeeds on all current tests).

3.2. Traceability and TDD

On the flip side, the TDD process might be improved with the presence of easily accessible traceability information. Developers following the TDD process are constantly making important decisions, e.g., which feature of the product to test next or when is the right time to refactor. Traceability information available to developers in real-time as the development proceeds can inform their decision-making and help them determine what tests and code still need to be written and when refactoring needs to be triggered. Additionally, as developers refactor the tests and code, traceability information can help them with regression. An RTM link broken during refactoring may be treated as a warning for possible code regression.

Real-time traceability information has the potential to improve automated test-case generators such as Jtest (http://www.parasoft.com/jsp/products/home.jsp?product=Jtest&itemId=14) to help fill in some of the tedious test-writing details once we’ve gotten the design benefit out of TDD. For example, we use TDD to write a unit test for some yet unwritten class/method. This is where detailed design decisions about the to-be-written unit are made. After the unit is written and passes the tests, we refactor and write another test. At some point, new tests won’t be adding much to the detailed design, but will remain important for unit and regression testing. With traceability information available, we envision the opportunities for traceability-aware automated test generation. An automated test generator, for example, can use the current RTM to determine untested functionality and generate test cases for it.

3.3 Challenges to Traceable Test-Driven Development

As the adage goes “do not look a gift horse in the mouth,” yet we must admit that traceable test-driven development is not without challenges. That is, there is no “free traceability.”

First, though we may end up with a partial RTM as a byproduct of TDD (as discussed in Section 3.1), the RTM may be incomplete due to: (a) new code mapping to existing test/design, for example, when a design element is satisfied by multiple tests/code fragments, and/or (b) refactoring. Refactoring is an important aspect of TDD, but can pose severe challenges to traceability. Refactoring of code can occur anywhere in the code base, and may lead to the appearance of new traceability links and the disappearance of old traceability links between tests/requirements and code. Additionally, refactoring may lead to temporary code degradation, when some of the existing tests fail to pass. We thus see two complementary challenges: to re-establish traceability after refactoring and to use traceability to improve refactoring.

When refactoring, the TDD developer must ensure that all automated tests continue to pass. Refactoring of both the automated tests and the code may occur, but the TDD developer never works for more than a few minutes without ensuring that all tests still pass. As a result, following some refactoring, a traceability matrix might be automatically rebuilt with every successful run of the automated tests. Or, at a minimum, failing tests could be set as triggers for updating traceability if manual traceability updates are necessary.

A second challenge is that of defining what information is readily available as part of the TDD process as opposed to what information traceability researchers would view as the ‘ultimate’ level of information to have available. For example, when dealing with a change to a user story and hence to tests for that user story, researchers in traceability envision having data such as what triggered a change, when was a change triggered, who triggered the change, what is the impact of the change, etc. In reality, readily capturable information may merely include the IDs of test cases validating the changed user story and perhaps methods that are executed as a test case is run (if some sort of dynamic analyzer is used).
Another challenge that is more dogmatic than technical is that of “burdening” the otherwise lightweight and agile process of TDD. At one point, the agile community considered adding an item to the agile manifesto which “forbade” traceability. It is of the utmost importance that any merging of TDD and traceability be as imperceptible and seamless as possible.

3.4 Advantages of Traceable Test-Driven Development

The challenges presented above suggest directions of research to be undertaken before integration of traceability and TDD can take place. If the challenges discussed above can be overcome, a number of benefits can be realized through the merging of traceability and TDD. In particular, a TDD development environment integrating the notion of co-changing artifacts can help to mitigate the challenges outlined above. The notion of co-changing artifacts has been successfully applied in software evolution and in mining of software repositories [13,14,15]. In [15], co-changing artifacts are limited to files and defined as files that were modified almost at the same time\(^3\) (around the same moments in time). In a TDD process, one can assume that the same time variability occurs - test scenarios and test cases can be written long before the code or immediately before coding. Also, the time frame for refactoring actions can be spread fairly evenly. As data is collected by the development environment, there is the possibility to define rich data formats, specifically targeted for traceability documentation.

Moreover, the co-change notion can be easily applied at the function and method level without the accuracy problem of [14] since in TDD the environment knows exactly the instant in time and the modified functions, methods, or classes. For example, the environment can report who changed what, what else was changed by the same developer, what test case and user story caused this action, and so on.

In mining software repositories [13,14,15], co-changes neither necessarily imply a causal relationship among the individual changes of the different co-changing files nor logical dependencies among the files. For example, two files may change at the same time because developers decided to adopt a new license. However, in a TDD process, a non-intrusive development environment, as stated above, can record events together with other information such as the developers’ IDs, thus producing more accurate co-changing information. Causality will always be questionable. However, in TDD, the co-changing relation of test cases, code, or code modifications due to refactoring actions will be a much stronger indication that a causal relation may indeed exist.

In essence, a TDD process will produce, almost for free, a network of co-changed and co-changing relations helpful to document traceability relation refactoring and modification as well as to more easily identify co-changing artifacts. These co-changing and co-changed relations can be used to evolve and refactor traceability relations, keeping them up to date with a minimum of manual intervention (limited to those cases where contradicting facts are discovered).

In addition to these benefits, we know that new test cases will be written at some point in the future when new user stories are provided and must be implemented. When writing a new test case, it is certainly possible that code already exists that might partially trace to the new test cases. One must have traceability information in order to determine if such code exists. It is also possible that when new code is written for a new test, that new code might also trace to formerly existing test cases. Again, traceability information can assist with this determination.

4. What to study and how to study it?

As detailed above, our experience suggests that we need to study (a) the data that can be collected, analyzed, and provided back to the developer throughout the TDD process; and (b) the methodology for collecting, maintaining, and modifying traceability information throughout the TDD process. We address each below.

The following types of data need to be studied:
- the data that is currently captured by TDD developers as they work,
- data that could easily be captured in the background as TDD proceeds (such as executing a dynamic tracer as TDD developers run test cases and automatically capturing the method names that are executed when a test case is run; tools such as calgrind, valgrind, Hackystat, and Zorro [18] might prove helpful),
- data that could be offered to the TDD developer as they do their work (for example, if a test case is added, run IR methods in the background and suggest code that may already satisfy part of the test case), and
- data could be offered to the TDD developers to suggest what tests need to be re-run based on the

\(^3\) The meaning of same time is left intentionally vague since in [15] the goal was mining software repositories and thus time could be measured in minutes or hours, depending on the data in a given CVS repository.
methods touched as part of refactoring (see the second item in the list above).

On the methodology side, we essentially need to study the means of obtaining, maintaining, and modifying traceability information and the means of reporting it back to the developer. In particular, we need to study:

- the means of creating (candidate) RTMs from artifact co-change information,
- the means of establishing links between new and old portions of artifacts,
- methodology for (re)-capturing traceability information after refactoring operations, and
- visualization and presentation of the on-the-fly traceability information to the developer.

The next step after addressing these issues is design of methodology for improving TDD by leveraging traceability information. In particular, we need to study:

- in-process guides that identify requirements remaining to be implemented,
- in-process identification of inconsistencies between requirements and unit tests,
- traceability-aided automated test generation, and
- generation of change-impact information when refactoring (tools such as Chianti [17] might prove helpful here).
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